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Abstract 
 
 This thesis focuses on the impact of a mega-store on the existing businesses in a 
specific area—Magazine Street in New Orleans.  The potential mega-store is a 200,000 
square foot Wal-Mart Supercenter that is part of the retail component of the St. Thomas 
housing re-development.  The focus of this project is the retail competition that might be 
generated by this mega-store.  Businesses were studied and placed into categories as 
either direct or indirect competitors to the mega-store.  Previous research identified 
certain categories of store types that could be impacted (either positively or negatively) 
by the location of national stores in their communities.  These categories were used to 
determine the impact that Wal-Mart might have on businesses on Magazine Street.  
Business owners were surveyed to determine how they thought they would be impacted.  
In the opinions of the business owners, the overall impact that a Wal-Mart would have on 
Magazine Street businesses would be negative.  The surveys do show, however, mixed 
attitudes among the Magazine Street business owners toward Wal-Mart’s coming. 
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Introduction 
 The primary research question addressed in this thesis was whether there are 
businesses in the Magazine Street corridor that would be impacted by the competition 
created by a Wal-Mart Supercenter.   The secondary research question addressed how 
business owners in the area think that they might be impacted by a Wal-Mart 
Supercenter.  The redevelopment of the St. Thomas Housing Development, the parties 
involved in this redevelopment, the history of Magazine Street as a shopping district, and 
the current status of Magazine Street as a shopping district are briefly discussed to set the 
stage for this research. 
With the demolition and planned redevelopment of the St. Thomas Housing 
Development came the first word that Wal-Mart was coming to the Lower Garden 
District of New Orleans.  The proposed redevelopment started with the awarding of a 
Hope VI grant in 1996.  The purpose of a Hope VI grant is to improve the quality of life 
for lower-income residents in an area.  The major parties participating in this re-
development project include the Historic Restoration Inc., the Housing Authority of New 
Orleans, and Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.  This thesis will examine the potential economic 
impact of a Wal-Mart located at this site (See Map 1.1) on existing Magazine Street 
businesses.    
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Map 1.1 
Historic Restoration Incorporated of New Orleans Redevelopment Plan 
 
 
 
 
The St. Thomas redevelopment began when the Department of Housing and 
Urban Development (HUD) declared the original contract for redevelopment with 
Creative Choice Homes null and void due to an alleged conflict of interest and improper 
selection procedures.  Creative Choice Homes is a company that had done similar types 
of redevelopments in other areas.  HUD then instructed the Housing Authority of New 
Orleans (HANO) to re-open the selection process.  Through a complicated and somewhat 
obtuse selection process, Historic Restoration Incorporated (HRI) of New Orleans was 
selected to complete the redevelopment process.  HRI immediately began to make 
changes to the original plan.  HANO went along with the changes.  The history of HANO 
illuminates why the organization was willing to accept the changes in order to facilitate 
the completion of the redevelopment.  HANO had been on the verge of federal takeover 
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for many years due to poor management.  Thus, it is possible that HANO was willing to 
make major concessions in order to show progress in the project.   
One of the changes made was the reduction of low income housing on-site and the 
addition of 100 off-site low-income housing units.  HRI stated that outside funding would 
be needed in order to build these units.  Wal-Mart and the creation of special tax districts 
created by the city of New Orleans were proposed as the funding solution.  This proposal 
was expected to generate $20 million for the development.  With little concern for the 
drastically reduced number of housing units for lower income tenants, the diversion of 
tax money for the development, and with the $5 million in profit that HRI would make 
from the sale of commercial land, this proposal was approved by HANO, and, 
consequently, Wal-Mart became involved in the re-development of St. Thomas (Bagert, 
2002: 21-23). 
Magazine Street was chosen as the focus of this study due to its long established 
reputation as a shopping corridor in New Orleans.   Early development of Magazine 
Street started when James H.  Caldwell constructed his American Theatre on Camp Street 
in the early 1800’s.  Even though Americans started moving into the area after the 
Louisiana Purchase in 1803, the area paralleling both Tchoupitoulas Street and Magazine 
Street was described as consisting of shanties (Chase, 2001: 122).  By 1835, Caldwell 
had also built a theater on St. Charles Avenue and then in 1837 he built the St. Charles 
Hotel.  This would fuel the settlement of the American section of New Orleans.   
 In the 1840’s and 1850’s, residential and commercial development on Magazine 
Street reached its peak.  Many grand residences and commercial structures that were 
constructed during these years still stand on Magazine Street although many have been 
demolished in the last two decades.  The Magazine Street Market was located in the 
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blocks bordered by St. Mary, St. Andrew, Magazine, and Camp Streets; it too has been 
demolished as were most of the adjacent public markets (Christovich, Toledano, and 
Swanson, 1998: 138).  Some of the early commercial development along Magazine Street 
is very close to Wal-Mart.  The 1800 block of Magazine Street consists of a strip of two-
story commercial buildings that were constructed in the early 1850’s.  The 1900 block of 
Magazine Street also consists of two-story commercial buildings that were constructed in 
the late 1850’s.  This early development would transform the area of Magazine Street 
into one of the primary shopping areas in New Orleans.  According to S. Frederick Starr, 
“The consequent building boom changed the face of New Orleans.  Magazine Street 
adjacent to the Garden District became a major shopping center overnight” (Starr, 1998: 
202).  
Magazine Street began to see commercial activity intensify in 1833 with plans to 
build one of the city’s first office buildings in the area (Chase, 2001:  215).  Following 
the Civil War, Magazine Street became a major shopping district (Starr, 1998:  202).    
This development would continue for the next fifty years and then the area would begin 
to decline. 
 Magazine Street and the Lower Garden District in the 1920’s and early 1930’s 
suffered the declining fate of many areas of New Orleans.  Parts of the area came to 
resemble the 1820’s description of “shanties.”  In the late 1930’s, parts of the Lower 
Garden District including much of the old Irish Channel were cleared to build the St. 
Thomas Housing Development.  This area then deteriorated again until the demolition of 
the St. Thomas development in 1996 (Lousteau, 1996: 3-15).  The final appearance and 
composition of this redevelopment is still unclear. 
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This thesis focused on how the existing businesses found along Magazine Street 
might be financially impacted as a result of the competition that is generated by the 
location of a Wal-Mart Supercenter in the area.  Other objections to the location of the 
Wal-Mart in the area are political issues and will not be addressed in this research.  For 
an in-depth introduction to some of the cultural, social, and political issues surrounding 
Wal-Mart and the St. Thomas redevelopment see Hope VI and St. Thomas Smoke, 
Mirrors and Urban Mercantilism by Brod Bagert, Jr. (Bagert, 2001) or An Examination 
of Factors Which Enable Collaborative Planning:  A Case Study of the St. Thomas 
Redevelopment Process by Annmarie Camp (Camp, 2000).   
 This thesis incorporated research findings from previous studies conducted in the 
field of economics.  Three main sources were used.  Dr. Kenneth Stone’s research on 
Wal-Mart and Wal-Mart’s impact on small communities has been used to determine 
which stores are likely to be positively or negatively impacted by the introduction of a 
Wal-Mart into the community.  Dr. Edward Shill’s research has been used as a guide for 
the use of surveys to determine attitudes of business owners in the community regarding 
the introduction of a Wal-Mart.  Brod Bagert, Jr.’s research on the re-development of the 
St. Thomas housing development has provided useful background information as well. 
Wal-Mart and Magazine Street Businesses as Competitors 
 A brief introduction to Wal-Mart will put this study into perspective.  As of 
August 2003, Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. operated 1,508 Wal-Mart stores, 1,356 Wal-Mart 
Supercenters, 528 Sam’s Clubs, 53 Wal-Mart Neighborhood Markets, and 1,305 
international units.  It is already the nation’s largest retailer but, over the next year Wal-
Mart Stores, Inc. plans to open 20-25 neighborhood markets, 40-45 Sam’s Clubs, 120-
130 new international units, 45-55 Wal-Mart Stores, and 200-210 Wal-Mart 
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Supercenters.  Wal-Mart employs over 1.3 million associates worldwide and had sales of 
over $244.5 billion for the fiscal year ending January 31, 2003.  These facts illustrate the 
buying power, merchandising capacity, financial resources, and political power of this 
company.  In short, Wal-Mart is both the largest company in the United States, and the 
largest in the world. 
 The first part of this thesis addresses how the existing businesses along Magazine 
Street in New Orleans would potentially be impacted by the new Wal-Mart store.  This 
section contains the literature review that provided the methods and techniques employed 
for this thesis.  In the methodology, stores were grouped into the following categories: 
Negatively impacted, Positively impacted, or Not at all impacted (See Appendix B).  This 
section briefly outlines how each store might adapt and survive in the new environment 
(Stone, 1995: 45-57).  Stone’s categories are the primary classification system used.  
There are seven broad categories (general merchandise, home furnishings, eating and 
drinking, apparel, specialty, building materials, and food category).  The general 
merchandise category includes stores such as K-Mart, Target, Sears, and those Wal-Marts 
without full-line grocery departments.  This group includes both department stores and 
variety stores.  The home furnishing stores category includes furniture stores, major 
appliance stores, and floor covering stores.  The eating and drinking category includes 
bars and restaurants.  The apparel category consists of any clothing stores and shoe 
stores.  The specialty stores category is a broad category comprised of drug stores, gift 
card stores, gift shops, sporting goods stores, jewelry stores, book stores, hobby stores, 
toy stores, camera stores, luggage stores, fabric stores, and miscellaneous stores.  The 
building materials category is made up of lumberyards, home repair stores, hardware 
stores, and paint stores.  The food category includes grocery stores.  These seven 
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categories were used by Stone to analyze the impact that Wal-Mart has on existing retail 
establishments.  Due to the nature of the retail environment on Magazine Street, some 
modifications to Stone’s categories were made.  Antique stores and art galleries were 
given their own categories because of the large number of those businesses located on 
Magazine Street.  
The second step in this research project was to conduct extensive walking tours of 
Magazine Street to physically inventory existing establishments located in the area and to 
make an initial determination as to which might be impacted by a Wal-Mart.  A 
generalized land-use survey of the area was prepared.  United States Census data for this 
area was also used to supplement the visual survey and also the land-use survey initially 
completed in 1988 by Rheams (Rheams, 1988:17).  The section of Magazine Street 
surveyed was approximately six miles long (See Map B).  An attempt was made to 
identify every business located in the corridor, regardless of its likelihood of being 
impacted.  It can be difficult to determine at what measurable level a Wal-Mart or any 
other competitor might impact any business, at least from the standpoint of sale of 
merchandise.  Wal-Mart stores, Supercenter, Sam’s Clubs, and Neighborhood Markets 
carry a wide range of products and these stores lease spaces in their stores to other 
businesses as well.  Until the plans for the Wal-Mart Supercenter are finalized and made 
public, it will be difficult to establish the total impact that Wal-Mart will have on the area 
because its final product mix will not be known until then.  Despite this concern, an effort 
was made to determine whether the business would be in direct or indirect competition 
with a Wal-Mart Supercenter.  This data will also be compared with census data and 
previous land-use surveys. 
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Map 1.2 
United States Census Bureau 
 
           
 
 
 
 The third part of this research consisted of surveys mailed to business 
owners/managers on Magazine Street.  Data collected from the questionnaires was used 
to estimate the extent to which existing businesses believe that the new Wal-Mart store 
would impact their operation.  Two hundred surveys were mailed out (See appendix A).  
The results of the surveys and the interpretation of the data are discussed in this section. 
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Chapter 1 
Literature Review 
 
 This thesis centered on the competition that a Wal-Mart Supercenter might create.  
Two main issues were addressed in this thesis.  The first was the comparability of goods 
sold at a Wal-Mart Supercenter with the goods sold at businesses operating in the 
Magazine Street corridor.  The second issue was how the business owners in the area felt 
that they might be impacted.  Literature is reviewed in sections pertinent to this thesis.  
The sections are introduction to mega-store retailers, generalized research on the impact 
of these stores on existing businesses, efforts by existing businesses to remain 
competitive, Wal-Mart background, case studies of what has happened in communities 
where Wal-Mart has located, and a summary of Wal-Mart’s impact on local businesses. 
Competition results when two or more entities are providing similar services or 
goods within a geographically limited area.  There is an extensive body of literature 
dealing with this subject.  This literature review focuses on the impact that large retail 
chains have on their competition.  The review will begin by defining the large retail 
chains, identifying generalizations or typical impacts that this type of store has on a 
community, listing strategies for competing with mega-stores, and, finally, presenting 
examples of the impact that large retail chains have had on the communities that they 
have entered. 
 The large retail chains are national discount mass merchandisers.  These stores 
range in size from 30,000 square feet to over 200,000 square feet.  These stores have 30 
or more departments offering between 40,000 and 80,000 items.  These items typically 
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sell at lower prices than traditional department stores due to operational efficiency of the 
chain stores, and lower service levels in the store (Stone, 1995: 13).  The “big three” 
mega-stores are Wal-Mart, K-Mart, and Target (Taylor and Archer, 1994:4).  
 Introduction to Mega-Stores 
  Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. began in Rogers, Arkansas in 1962.  Sam Walton 
had previous retail experience with J.C. Penney and owned 15 Ben Franklin stores, 
before opening his first Wal-Mart store.  By 1970 there were 18 Wal-Mart stores and in 
1980 there were 276 stores (Stone, 1995: 14-16).  By 2003 Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. was 
operating over 4000 retail units worldwide.  Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. has annual sales of 
over $244.5 billion (Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. 2003 Annual Report).    Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. 
is the largest retailer in the world.  The next closest retailer is the French company 
Carrefour with annual sales of $86 billion (Carrefour 2003 Annual Report). 
 Kmart opened its first store in 1962 also.  Their growth strategy was more 
aggressive than Wal-Mart.  By the end of 1963, there were 53 Kmart stores.  In 1973, 
there were 673 Kmart stores in operation.  Kmart was a spin-off from the S.S. Kresge 
Company (Stone, 1995:24-26).  In 2003, Kmart reported annual sales of $30.7 billion for 
the fiscal year ending January 31, 2003.  Kmart currently operates 1829 stores employing 
212,000.  Kmart is currently restructuring in an effort to emerge from bankruptcy. 
 The third and final of the “big three” is the Target chain.  Target is a spin-off of 
the Dayton department store chain.  The first Target store opened in 1962.  By 1968 there 
were eleven stores, 67 stores in 1978, 341 stores in 1988, and by 1993 there were over 
500 stores (Taylor and Archer, 1994:5-8). In 2003, Target reported annual sales of $43.9 
billion for the 2002 physical year.  Target currently operates 1475 stores employing 
245,000. 
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Generalized Impact of Large Retailers 
 
 Main-street or downtown businesses have faced many challenges throughout their 
history.  The earliest disruption or threat to established downtown businesses were mail 
order catalogs by companies such as Sears Roebuck and Montgomery Ward.  These 
catalogs were aided by the railroad system which facilitated the delivery of goods.  The 
automobile was the next major threat.  Increased mobility allowed residents to leave their 
town for extended shopping trips.  Shopping malls that began to appear in the 1960’s 
were the first major threat to downtown shopping supremacy.  Shopping malls were 
located in suburbs or on the edge of town and offered variety to the customer.  The 
discount department stores first appeared in 1962.  In 1980, the first “category killer” 
stores began to appear.  “Category killer” stores are specialty stores such as Toys R Us or 
The Home Depot (Stone, 2000).   
 Discount mass merchandise stores do have an impact on existing businesses in the 
area where they locate.  The “zero sum game” is an economic principle that applies to a 
trade area.  In simple terms, when one retailer gains sales, another retailer loses a similar 
amount (Stone, 1995: 42).  There are two general rules that apply to competition with 
discount stores. 
1. Stores selling merchandise that differs from the discount store will probably 
not decrease in sales.  They might benefit from increased traffic in the area. 
 
2. Stores that sell similar merchandise will probably experience a loss in sales. 
 
These are the only generalized expectations for the retail trade area (Stone, 1995: 43).   
 Kenneth Stone uses the “pull factor” concept to determine the impact that 
discount mass merchandisers have on local businesses.  A pull factor is the sales per 
person in a town divided by the per capita sales for the state (in which the study is being 
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conducted).  Sales tax data that is reported is divided by the number of residents in the 
area.  A “pull factor” of 1.0 indicates that residents of the county, city, or state being 
studied.  A “pull factor” of greater than 1.0 indicates that the study area is pulling 
residents from surrounding areas in to shop.  A negative “pull factor” indicates that 
residents of the study area are shopping out of the local area.   
“Pull factor” data was used in a study that was conducted in Iowa by Kenneth 
Stone.  Stores were grouped into categories and analyzed whether or not the town had a 
Wal-Mart.  A brief summary of the results follows.  The general merchandise category 
which includes Wal-Mart showed a 43.6% increase in pull factor after five years for 
towns with a Wal-Mart.   Home furnishing stores increased from 1.26 to 1.37 after five 
years in Wal-Mart towns.  In non-Wal-Mart towns the pull factor decreased from 1.3 to 
1.08 after five years.  Eating and drinking places in Wal-Mart towns had an increase from 
1.26 to 1.3.  Non-Wal-Mart towns had a pull factor decrease from 1.26 to 1.16.  Apparel 
stores in Wal-Mart towns had decreases from 1.4 to 1.15.  In non-Wal-Mart towns the 
pull factor decreased from 1.6 to 1.39.  In the specialty stores the pull factor in Wal-Mart 
towns decreased from 1.37 to 1.18.  In non-Wal-Mart town the pull factor decreased from 
1.36 to 1.08.  The building material stores in a Wal-Mart town declined from 1.34 to 
1.17.  For a non-Wal-Mart town, there was a decrease from 1.3 to 1.03.  Grocery stores in 
Wal-Mart towns had a decrease from 1.77 to 1.68.  In non-Wal-Mart towns there was an 
increase from 1.81 to 1.98.  For total sales (all categories) the pull factor in a Wal-Mart 
town increased from 1.26 to 1.33.  In a non-Wal-Mart town the pull factor decreased 
from 1.34 to 1.2 (Stone, 1995:45-58).  A category that has a decreasing pull factor for 
both Wal-Mart towns and non-Wal-Mart towns indicates that Wal-Mart is capturing sales 
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from that category.  Also, a category that is experiencing a decline in either Wal-Mart 
towns or non-Wal-Mart towns is being impacted by the Wal-Mart. 
 Retail stores that generally face sales decreases because of a Wal-Mart store are 
general merchandise stores, apparel stores, specialty stores, building material stores, and 
grocery stores.  Stores that potentially gain sales are home furnishings stores and eating 
and drinking places.  According to Stone, the reasons that furniture stores and restaurants 
experience sales gains are their unique services, products, and the increased traffic Wal-
Mart generates in the area (Stone: 1995: 45-58). 
 Wal-Mart Supercenters are one-stop shopping stores that contain general 
merchandise, groceries, and services (Stone, 2001).  In a study conducted on Wal-Mart 
Supercenters in Mississippi, Kenneth Stone examines the impact that these mega-stores 
have on other retail establishments.  In this study, host counties containing a Wal-Mart 
Supercenter showed the following pull factor increases after five years: general 
merchandise from 1.03 to 1.5, furniture stores from 0.74 to 0.81, building materials stores 
from 0.92 to 0.94, the total of all sales went from 0.95 to 1.0.  The following categories 
showed pull factors over five years:  grocery stores from 1.18 to 0.99 and miscellaneous 
retail stores from 0.75 to 0.69.  The average pull factor for non-host counties showed an 
increase in the grocery store category from 0.8 to 0.92.  The furniture category of non-
host counties showed a decrease from 0.56 to 0.42.  This study concluded that general 
merchandise sales for host counties showed sales increases that came from the same 
county and surrounding counties.  Wal-Mart Supercenters tended to gain their food sales 
from within the host county.  Furniture stores have sales increases at the expense of non-
host counties.  Building materials stores lost sales to the Wal-Mart Supercenter.  Wal-
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Mart captures sales from miscellaneous retailers in the county.  Total sales in host 
counties increase and decrease correspondingly in non-host counties. 
 “Partnering” of the mega-stores with the manufacturers of the goods that they sell 
has enabled these stores to discount their merchandise.  Merchandise flows directly from 
the manufacturer to the retailers warehouse (Shils, 1996: 1).   Dr. Shils found, in his 
study, that mega-stores cause profound changes in joblessness and socialization.  The 
jobs that are created by mega-stores are low paying jobs with few if any benefits.  The 
opening of these stores causes the elimination of thousand of jobs from small retail 
operations that typically employ one to ten persons.  This impacts the community in more 
than ways than just employment.  Many of these jobs were held within the family of the 
business owner; therefore families are very much affected (Shils, 1996: 9-12). 
 Any store can potentially be competitive in today’s retail environment (provided 
that the business is willing to make changes in its operation and the location of the 
business remains convenient to its customer base).  The following concepts can help a 
business not only to survive but also to thrive: improving merchandising, reviving 
marketing practices, providing outstanding service to customers, treating the customer 
right, improving the efficiency of the business, implementing changes, and team building 
(Stone, 1995: 93-203).  These seven ideas will be briefly discussed below.  Some 
information on the success of Wal-Mart stores will be noted from Sam Walton Made In 
America My Story by Sam Walton and John Huey (Walton and Huey, 1992).  For more 
information and a more complete discussion of these topics see Competing With the 
Retail Giants by Kenneth Stone and Up Against the Wal-Marts by Don Taylor and 
Jeannie Smalling Archer (Taylor and Archer, 1994).   
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 Merchandising includes the process of selecting the right merchandise to sell 
(what the customer wants), getting the merchandise in your store when the customer 
wants it, and selling it at a price that the customer is willing to pay.  This concept is the 
one over which an owner/manager has the most control.   Making good business 
decisions is the crux of this advice.   
 Marketing is the activity that is required to move merchandise and services from 
the producer to the consumer.  This is a broad category with many areas on which 
management can focus to make their business more efficient and profitable.  It is 
important to consider all means of advertising and to attempt to reach new customers as 
well as communicating with previous customers.  Hours of operation and offering special 
services should also be considered as marketing efforts for the business. 
 The level of service that a customer receives can go a long way to determine 
whether or not they will return to a particular store.  Some helpful ideas include offering 
technical advice, workshops, delivery or pick-up services, quick checkouts, offering 
services that the competitors do not offer, and something as simple as accepting credit 
cards. 
 Angry customers can provide good advice on how to run a business.  
Management and employees must listen to every complaint and show understanding to 
the customer.  In a highly competitive market losing one customer can make a difference.  
When an angry customer’s problem is addressed and resolved they will return and 
hopefully the business will improve as a result. 
The Wal-Mart Philosophy 
 Whether or not a community wants a Wal-Mart in its neighborhood, it can still 
learn much from the Wal-Mart story.  Sam Walton, speaking of his accomplishments, 
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said “One person seeking glory doesn’t accomplish much; at Wal-Mart, everything we’ve 
done has been the result of people pulling together to meet one common goal-teamwork-
something I also picked up at an early stage” (Walton, 1992: 16).  In the lounges offices 
and hallways of any Wal-Mart store, one can find quotations from Mr. Walton that stress 
teamwork, effort, and customer service.  
 The above ideas are simple concepts that any manager/owner can use to improve 
their business.  These guidelines can help a business whether or not it is facing 
competition.  The brief descriptions below are accounts of what happened in towns and 
cities that Wal-Mart located there.  The above strategies had mixed results in these 
communities when they were employed. 
When Small Businesses Compete With Wal-Mart 
 The appearance and vitality of downtown shopping districts have been changing 
over the past thirty years.  These changes, in part, are the result of regional shopping 
malls and the increasing number of mass-discount stores (Deller and Hanson, 1996:1).  
This changing structure often translates into the closing of businesses due to declining 
sales.  There are some case studies that share similarities with the proposed Wal-Mart 
Supercenter on Tchoupitoulas Street in New Orleans, Louisiana. The cases studies are of 
cities that are significantly smaller than New Orleans.  The Magazine Street corridor is 
somewhat comparable to the downtowns of these cities. 
 In a Michigan study conducted by Eastern Michigan University, three Michigan 
towns were examined.  In Cadillac, Michigan the downtown vacancies were blamed on 
the arrival of Wal-Mart in 1991.  One retailer stated that she could not buy goods 
wholesale for the same price Wal-Mart was selling retail.  In Howell, Michigan the 
impact was not as great on the downtown area, largely due to the large number or up-
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scale specialty stores in the area.  In South Haven, Michigan feelings were mixed.  
Vacancies in the downtown area reached 20%, but local officials indicated that the area 
historically had a poor mix of stores (Tyler, 1996). 
 In a study conducted by Kenneth Stone in conjunction with Mississippi State 
University, Wal-Mart Supercenters and their impact on a county level in Mississippi was 
examined.  There were seven conclusions drawn from this study.  (1) Annual sales for 
general merchandise stores had sales increases of 40% in the county in which Wal-Mart 
was located, and counties without a Wal-Mart store showed sales decreases.  (2) Wal-
Mart Supercenters captured their food sales from within the same county.  (3) Furniture 
stores generally showed a sales increase.  (4) Building materials stores showed an annual 
decrease in sales.  (5) Wal-Mart Supercenters capture sales from the miscellaneous stores 
category in their county.  (6) Total sales in the Wal-Mart county increased for the first 
four years and then begin to decrease.  This is attributed to the saturation of the market by 
Wal-Mart Supercenters.  (7) For every gain in sales by a Wal-Mart Supercenter there 
were corresponding sales losses for other businesses (Stone, 2001:1-11). 
 In Wiggins, Mississippi the Wal-Mart impact is also mixed.  In Wiggins, an 
existing Wal-Mart store closed and a new Wal-Mart Supercenter was constructed across 
town from the old location.  The building of the original Wal-Mart store was left vacant.  
Family Dollar Store, a general merchandise retailer, reported immediate sharp sales 
decreases when the new Wal-Mart Supercenter opened.  Edwards Discount Drugs, an 
independent pharmacy located next to the vacant Wal-Mart building, reported steady 
sales.  A small retail shopping center is planned near the new Wal-Mart Supercenter.  The 
local economic development foundation offers help to local retailers remain financially 
viable (Boone, 2001). 
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 In Murrysville, Pennsylvania small retail stores and grocery stores are feeling the 
impact of a Wal-Mart Supercenter.  There were already three Wal-Mart Supercenters 
within 15 miles of Murrysville.  This is an example of Wal-Mart’s philosophy of 
saturating an area.  Murrysville is similar to New Orleans in the number of Wal-Mart 
Supercenters present.  The impact of the Wal-Marts on the area are similar to the studies 
done by Kenneth Stone.  Businesses that depend on drive-by traffic seem to be realizing 
sales increases and those businesses that rely on repeat customers are seeing sales 
decreases (Fricke, 2003). 
 Wal-Mart has 10 stores located within 50 miles of New Orleans, Louisiana.  This 
is an example of their goal to saturate markets.  This statistic, when viewed with average 
sales impacts studies conducted in other areas, illustrates the potential Wal-Mart problem.  
An example of the sales impact from Iowa shows that the average Iowa city with a Wal-
Mart showed sales increases of $7 million annually, but the Wal-Mart showed sales 
increases of $17 million annually.  This shows that even when sales do not come from 
within the same city, they still come from somewhere (nearby cities).  The sales impact 
of a new Wal-Mart store and the Wal-Mart growth strategy of market saturation can be 
very harmful to local business communities.  Wal-Mart’s goal is to capture an increasing 
market share in general merchandise categories, food categories, and apparel categories 
(Stone, 1995: 7). 
 The brief case studies affirm the conclusions that Stone reaches in his Iowa and 
Mississippi studies of the impact that Wal-Mart has on existing business communities.  
Wal-Mart stores gain sales from existing businesses.  Certain types of stores such as 
grocery stores, general merchandise stores, apparel stores, specialty stores, and building 
materials stores see decreases in sales.  Other types of businesses such as home 
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furnishing stores, and eating and drinking establishments see sales increases.  These 
studies show not only how Wal-Mart impacts sales in an area but, also how Wal-Mart 
attempts to saturate an area.  The size of the cities studied varies but they are all smaller 
than New Orleans.  The comparison is made between their entire downtown areas and a 
small section of New Orleans (Magazine Street shopping corridor).   
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Chapter 2 
Retail Land-use on Magazine Street 
 
 The section of Magazine Street studied was identified with assistance from the 
Magazine Street Merchants Association, Inc.  The section of Magazine Street explored in 
this thesis is the same section identified in that Association’s brochures for Magazine 
Street.  Some input was also gained through informal interviews with members of the 
Coliseum Square Association.  Research was not, however, limited to businesses that 
belong to or are associated with these organizations.   
 Magazine Street was visited ten times over a six-week period.  The visits ranged 
from four to six hours.  Each time the entire six-mile stretch of Magazine Street was 
visually inventoried (both sides of the street).  All retail stores that are included in this 
research were visited at least once with the exception of those stores that are only open by 
appointment.  The following information was recorded for every business: the name of 
the business, the type of merchandise sold, the number of days the store is open every 
week, the total number of hours open, and whether or not the parking was metered, street 
only, or off street.  The type of parking available is related to customer accessibility.  
Ease of parking can help an establishment attract and keep customers.   Also, whether or 
not the store might be in competition with Wal-Mart, and the level of competition (direct 
or in-direct) was determined.  Businesses that are referred to as direct competitors sell 
items that are identical to those found at a Wal-Mart store.  Indirect competitors sell 
merchandise that is similar to merchandise sold at a Wal-Mart store (different brands or 
styles).  The businesses along Magazine Street were placed in one of these categories 
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(See Table 2.1).  For a detailed explanation of the categories used see Competing With 
the Retail Giants by Kenneth Stone (Stone, 1995).   
 
Table 2.1 
Merchandise Category Summary 
 
 
 
 
Merchandise Category Number of retail businesses on Magazine Street.
Art Galleries 38 
Antique Stores 80 
Eating and Drinking Establishments 55 
Food (Grocery Stores) 13 
Florists 7 
Specialty Stores 82 
Pharmacies 3 
Pet Supply Stores 9 
Apparel 42 
Cosmetics and Hair 25 
Hardware 7 
Furniture 24 
 
 The majority of stores along Magazine Street are antique stores (80 or 17.4% of 
the 459 businesses included in the inventory are antique dealers).  These stores are not in 
competition with Wal-Mart and could potentially benefit from its presence.  The only 
potential negative impact that Wal-Mart could have on these stores could be from traffic 
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congestion in the area.  These stores have limited hours and days of operation.  Most of 
these stores only offer metered parking on the street. 
 The next group is the “eating and drinking” category (55 or 12%).  This group 
includes a wide assortment of businesses (bars, coffee shops, restaurants, and cafes).  
These are service businesses and are not in direct competition with Wal-Mart.  The 
restaurant category could actually benefit from the presence of a mega store (Stone, 
1995).  Their hours of operation are more extended than the antique shops.  Some of 
these businesses also offer off-street parking that should contribute to their continued 
attractiveness to customers. 
 The next group is the “food” category, which consists of the grocery stores that 
are located along Magazine Street (13 or 2.8%).  This group is in competition with Wal-
Mart.  Since the proposed store is a Wal-Mart Supercenter, it will house a full line 
grocery as well as typical general merchandise that would be found in a discount store.  
Nine out of the thirteen stores that were recorded are in direct competition.  Whole Foods 
is considered to be an indirect competitor because of the nature of the merchandise it 
sells.  The situation for that store could change if the market for organic and natural foods 
becomes promising enough for Wal-Mart to pursue.  The hours of operation are the most 
flexible of all the businesses along Magazine Street.  A & P and Whole Foods are the 
most accessible to the customer from the standpoint of hours of operation.  Most of these 
stores also offer off-street parking.   This is the group of businesses that are most likely to 
be impacted by competition from a Wal-Mart Supercenter.  The assortment of 
merchandise that is sold in these stores is consistent with the mix of goods sold at Wal-
Mart Supercenters.  However, Wal-Mart price structure will likely be lower as the size 
and purchasing power of Wal-Mart makes lower prices possible. 
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 Since grocery stores comprised such a large number of the direct competitors 
group, additional research was performed on this category.  The additional research was 
to clearly establish the level of competition that each store would potentially face from a 
Wal-Mart Supercenter.  First, each of the thirteen grocery stores was visited and data was 
recorded.  The data collected was selection of merchandise sold, a sample of the pricing 
for merchandise, checkout lanes in operation, and availability of parking.  The selection 
and price will determine the level of competition that these grocery stores will face from 
a Wal-Mart.   Then, a Wal-Mart Supercenter was visited and the same data was recorded 
there.  Three items were purchased or priced at each of these stores.  The three items 
were a half-gallon of milk, a loaf of bread, and a package of sandwich meat.  The least 
expensive alternative was selected at each store. The parking options were noted at each 
store.  The selection of merchandise was also noted.  The number of available checkouts 
was recorded and the accepted methods of payment were noted.  (See Table 2.2 for price 
analysis).  The results were that only three of the grocery stores on Magazine Street are 
full-line grocery stores (meaning that they carry a complete selection of grocery 
products).  Those same three had parking lots, more open checkouts, and accepted more 
methods of payment than the other Magazine Street grocery stores.  Their prices on 
average were much higher than the prices that can be found at a Wal-Mart store.  The 
obvious conclusion is that the grocery stores in this study area are more expensive, offer 
smaller selections, and have fewer checkout lines than a typical Wal-Mart Supercenter. 
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Table 2.2 
Price Analysis 
 
 
Name of Store Price of Goods 
Robert’s Fresh Market $10.47 
Sam’s Food Store $8.53 
Whole Foods $8.47 
Rainbow Grocery Closed during visit. 
Linda’s Grocery $7.17 
Sal’s Grocery Closed during visit. 
Monica’s Grocery $8.23 
Jennie’s Grocery Very select line of merchandise. 
A&P $6.87 
Jewel’s Food Store $8.97 
Magazine Discount Mart $8.44 
Dat’s Grocery $9.27 
Big Fisherman Very select line of merchandise. 
Wal-Mart Supercenter $5.63 
 
 Florists account for seven or 1.5% of the 459 businesses found on Magazine 
Street.  Florist shops are in indirect competition with a Wal-Mart Supercenter.  The 
merchandise they sell is much more specialized than that which is found at a Wal-Mart 
store.  The level of service is also greater at these stores than in a Wal-Mart floral 
department.  Merchandise can be custom ordered and arranged.  There is some degree of 
direct competition, but the level of service and quality of selection makes the level of 
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competition indirect.  These stores are open only five days a week and usually only eight 
hours a day.  Parking is generally limited to on-street parking.   Hours of operation and 
customer accessibility are the areas in which these stores will be impacted by the 
presence of a 24-hour Wal-Mart Supercenter.   
 The specialty stores category includes 82 or 17.9% of the 459 businesses on 
Magazine Street.  This is a very broad category that includes: drug stores, card and gift 
shops, sporting goods stores, jewelry stores, toy stores, arts and crafts stores, electronics 
stores, luggage stores, and other miscellaneous retail establishments.  Due to the wide 
variety of merchandise sold in this category, some of the stores will be discussed in more 
detail as sub-categories.  This category is widely expected to have sales decreases when a 
store such as Wal-Mart opens nearby.  This is potentially significant due to the wide 
variety of stores in this group. 
 There are three pharmacies located on Magazine Street.  Pharmacies are direct 
competitors since there are pharmacy departments located in Wal-Mart stores.  Two of 
the three Magazine Street pharmacies have limited hours in which there is a pharmacist 
on duty.  The third (Walgreens) has longer pharmacy hours than Wal-Mart and offers off-
street parking while the other two pharmacies offer only on-street parking.  Levels of 
service, such as pharmacists on duty for extended hours, were the determining factors for 
how much competition a new store might be.  One of the pharmacies on Magazine Street 
(Lamberts) offers delivery and pickup services for its customers.  The merchandise sold 
in these pharmacies is consistent with what would be available in a Wal-Mart store.  Due 
to insurance plans and co-payments, the price of prescriptions is not the source of 
competition.  The similar merchandise that is available over the counter is sold at a 
significantly higher price than at Wal-Mart.  The variety of merchandise is also limited.  
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This category is widely expected to have sales decreases when a store such as Wal-Mart 
opens nearby. 
 Pet supply stores account for nine or 2% of the 459 businesses located on 
Magazine Street.  These pet stores are in both direct and indirect competition with the pet 
department of a Wal-Mart store.  The stores range from a typical pet store to a gourmet 
bakery for pets (the level of competition varies accordingly).  These stores are not open 
every day of the week and are only open for 40-50 hours each week.  Limited parking is 
available and is metered or street only.  This category, especially the direct competition 
pet stores, will face a significant impact from a Wal-Mart store. 
 The next category accounts for 42 of the businesses that are found on Magazine 
Street.  This category contains clothing stores, shoe stores, and clothing accessories 
stores.  These stores are largely indirect competitors with Wal-Mart.  The brands and 
styles are not consistent with those found at a Wal-Mart store.  It is unlikely that someone 
who regularly shops at one of these stores would choose instead to shop at Wal-Mart.  
These stores offer expensive brand names that cannot be found at a Wal-Mart store.  The 
hours that these stores are open are very limited.  Parking is also limited and usually 
metered. 
 There are fifteen businesses that might compete with the electronics department 
of a Wal-Mart store.  Most of these stores are only indirect competitors with Wal-Mart.  
The exception would be the two Radio Shack stores located on Magazine Street.  The 
indirect competitors are open fewer days each week and for fewer hours when they are 
open.  The Radio Shack stores are open seven days a week and nine or more hours each 
day.  One of the stores has off-street parking and the other has available parking on the 
street, unlike the other thirteen stores which have metered parking. 
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 The next group consists of stores that sell health and beauty aids, cosmetics, and 
services consistent with those available at hair salons.  A Wal-Mart Supercenter often 
operates a hair salon as a tenant in the store.  There are twenty-five businesses in the area 
that fit into this category.  These stores in general are open only on selected days of the 
week and only for eight hours or less each day while the hair salons located in Wal-Marts 
are usually open ten hours a day, seven days a week.  Parking for the Magazine Street 
stores is usually limited to metered or street only.  These stores are in direct competition 
with the leased operations, operating inside Wal-Mart stores.  No information was 
available regarding which types of leased operations proposed for in the new Wal-Mart 
store.  Consequently, the estimated level of competition could change. 
 Hardware stores comprise seven or 1.5% of 459 businesses on Magazine Street.  
Five of these stores are direct competitors with Wal-Mart.  The merchandise in these 
stores is comparable to the goods found in the hardware, paint, and garden departments of 
a Wal-Mart store.  With the exception of the Ace Hardware, store parking is limited to on 
street and metered parking.  Four of the stores are open seven days a week, while the 
other three are open six days a week.  The hours of operation range from eight hours a 
day to ten hours a day.  Because of the type of merchandise that these five direct 
competitors carry, they could be significantly impacted by the new Wal-Mart. 
 One retail category that benefits positively from mega stores locating nearby is 
furniture stores (Stone, 1995).  There are twenty-four furniture stores located along 
Magazine Street.  The stores consist of antique reproductions to futon specialists.  Some 
of the stores are only open five days a week and eight or fewer hours each day.  Parking 
is limited to on-street or metered parking.  In order for these stores to realize positive 
benefits from a new Wal-Mart, their hours of operation would have to expand greatly.  A 
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change of operating hours would also change the operating expenses of these stores.  
Stores that are family owned and operated would have difficulty in expanding their hours 
without hiring outside of the family.  This potential benefit could be negated if traffic 
problems are severe enough to discourage potential shoppers from taking the trip to 
Magazine Street.  The reason for these stores’ success is that their quality of merchandise 
is significantly higher than that which is found in the furniture department of a Wal-Mart 
store. 
 The last group is the service category, which contains some indirect and direct 
competitors for the new Wal-Mart store.  The most notable could be gas 
stations/convenience stores if Wal-Mart chooses to open a Murphy gas station at the site 
of its new store.  There are two gas stations located on this section of Magazine Street.  
Murphy gas stations, which are located at some new Wal-Mart Supercenters, sell gas for 
approximately three cents per gallon less than competitors.  In addition, they offer a 
discount if a Wal-Mart gift certificate is used to pay for the gasoline. There are also 
businesses on Magazine Street that would face competition from the automotive 
department of a Wal-Mart store.  The typical results show these stores increasing sales, 
but this might not be the case in this particular neighborhood (depending on customer 
preferences).   
 The leased operations and specialty groups found in a Wal-Mart Supercenter pose 
unique threats to local businesses.  Gas stations and hair salons have already been 
mentioned, but the Supercenters may also include ice cream shops, full-service banks, 
restaurants, nail salons, large appliance centers, or even travel agencies, among other 
possibilities.  There is also the possibility or even probability that Wal-Mart will attract 
other large specialty retailers to the area.  In the literature review Wiggins, Mississippi 
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and the development of a proposed strip-mall development was mentioned.  Similar 
developments can be seen in Picayune, Mississippi and around many other Wal-Mart 
Supercenters.  The strip-malls have parking lots that connect with the parking lot of the 
Wal-Mart store.  There is easy access from any of the stores to the Wal-Mart store and 
vice versa.  These developments include shoe stores, up-scale clothing stores, among 
other retailers that sell merchandise that is unique to Wal-Mart (Stone, 2001).  
United States Census Data 
 United States Census data for the year 2000 was used to help establish land used 
for the potentially impacted area.  The studied section of Magazine Street is located in zip 
code 70115.  Data for zip code 70118 was also included due to its close proximity.  Zip 
code 70115 showed 168 retail establishments.  This data indicated 20 grocery stores, two 
hardware stores, and 11 pharmacies in the area.  These stores would be in direct 
competition with a Wal-Mart store.  Zip code 70118 had 159 retail establishments.  These 
included 18 grocery stores, three hardware stores, and eight pharmacies.  For a complete 
breakdown of retail establishments see Appendix C.  This census category did not include 
establishments that do not report employees (solely family operated). 
 A land-use survey from 1988 was also utilized in this study.  This information 
comes from an honors thesis at the University of New Orleans completed in 1988.  Land-
use on Magazine Street consisted of 15.8% residential, 11.3% vacant, 7.7% professional 
services, 5.5% grocery stores, 5.1% beauty shops, 4.7% furniture stores, 4.6% antique 
stores, 4.2% restaurants, 4.1% repair stores, 3.7% bars, 2.5% specialty retail stores, 1.5% 
service stations, and 29.3% other uses (Rheams, 1988).  It is interesting to note the 
growth of the antique store category from 1988 to the present.  One possible reason for 
this growth was the rising rents in other areas of New Orleans at the time.   
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Summary 
     In summary, the majority or 56.4% of retail establishments on Magazine Street are not 
competitors with Wal-Mart.  Of the 200 stores that could potentially face competition 
from a Wal-Mart, only 32 or 6.5% of the 459 businesses on Magazine Street might be 
considered as direct competitors.  The grocery store category faces the greatest level of 
potential competition from Wal-Mart. 
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Chapter 3 
Survey Response for Magazine Street 
 The next task of this thesis attempted to better understand how the business 
community viewed the possibility of a Wal-Mart’s entry into their area.  Rather than 
constructing a sample population for this study, every business that might possibly be in 
competition with a Wal-Mart was sent a survey.  Measuring Customer Satisfaction by 
Bob E. Hayes was used as a reference for the delivery of the surveys.  The 25% response 
was consistent with the expectations noted in this which the range of 7% to 50% the 
author lists as typical (Hayes, 1997: 214).  The actual format of the surveys was greatly 
influenced by studies conducted by Kenneth Stone in Iowa and by Edward Shils in 
Pennsylvania.  The survey format and questions were influenced by the Shils Report:  
Measuring the Economic and Sociological Impact of the Mega-Retail Discount Chains 
on Small Enterprise in Urban, Suburban, and Rural Communities (Shils, 1997:1-23).  
The main goal of the Shils survey was to obtain a basic understanding of how business 
owners thought a Wal-Mart store might impact their business.  Questions included topics 
such as: What impact a Wal-Mart would have on their business?  How long has your 
business been open?  What is your average customer count daily, weekly, and monthly?  
How far do your customers travel to shop at your store? (The responses to these questions 
rely on the Magazine Street businesses knowing and accurately reporting their customer 
characteristics) What type of merchandise does your store sell?  Would you be interested 
in participating in a more detailed survey?  Do you have any additional comments?  (The 
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complete survey form is in appendix A).  Below is a summary of the results and 
observations that pertain to this study.  
The completed surveys express how businesses on Magazine Street feel about the 
potential Wal-Mart store.  Two hundred surveys were mailed out; they included stamped 
and addressed envelopes for easy return.  Fifty surveys or 25% of the surveys were 
returned.  The responses were almost equally split between no impact responses and 
negative responses (See tables 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3).  Responses to other questions 
established the stability and the number of businesses that have been in operation for less 
than five years, which provided insights to the relationship between stability and fear of 
competition.  The comment section was the most helpful section of the survey, and the 
number of comments that were returned was surprising.  Traffic problems were the 
biggest concern identified from the comments.  
Table 3.1 
Responses to the potential impact question on the survey. 
 
 
Positive Impact No Impact Negative Impact 
2 23 25 
 
Table 3.2 
The longevity of businesses responding to impact question. 
 
 
Years Open 0-2 2-5 5-10 10-20 Over 20 
Positive  1   1  
No Impact 6 4 3 4 6 
Negative 3 9 4 6 3 
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Table 3.3 
Merchandise category of businesses responding to impact question. 
 
 
Category abbreviations: 
H-Cosmetics/Hair Salons     S-Specialty Store 
B-Building Material      SE-Service 
F-Floral        
   
Category H S B F SE 
Positive  1 1    
No Impact  21   2 
Negative 2 19 3 1  
  
 The central question for this survey focused on Wal-Mart’s perceived impact.  
The question read:  If a large retail store, such as a Wal-Mart Supercenter, that sells 
similar products/services opened near your present business location, what would you 
estimate its ultimate impact to be on the economic health of your business?  The response 
to this question was somewhat of a surprise.  Going into this project it seemed that most 
businesses would consider any new retail store as competition and therefore as a threat 
(Shils, 2001).  Since only those businesses that actually stood to face competition because 
of their merchandise selection were sent surveys, the responses were particularly 
surprising.  Twenty-five of the fifty completed surveys or 50% felt that a new Wal-Mart 
store would negatively impact their business.  Twenty-three of the business or 46% felt 
that the Wal-Mart would have no impact.  Only two respondents or 4% felt that the Wal-
Mart store would have a positive impact on their operation.  The stores that were sent 
surveys all sold merchandise that was at least similar to Wal-Mart merchandise.  The 
expected results were that all responses would either be negative or no impact.  The 
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majority of the respondents (48 or 96% felt that a Wal-Mart would not have a positive 
impact on the area. 
 The next question was meant to establish the stability of businesses along 
Magazine Street.  Ten of the stores had been open two years or less.  Thirteen of the 
stores had been open between two and five years.  Twenty-six of the stores that 
responded or 52% had been open less than five years.  Seven of the businesses that 
responded had been open between five and ten years.  Eleven of the businesses had been 
open between ten and twenty years.  Nine of the businesses had been open for more than 
twenty years.  The short length of operation for these businesses tells an interesting story 
of the longevity of businesses in the area.  This could be why many of the businesses that 
responded to the survey that had been open for less than five years felt threatened by the 
prospect of a Wal-Mart; they are less established in the area.   
 The customer count question established the activity or vitality of the businesses.  
The range of customers served was from five to forty a day.  The significance of this 
question can only be understood by combining the customer count with the type of 
merchandise sold.  Businesses that do not need large customer counts might sell 
merchandise with high enough mark-ups to enable their business to be profitable. 
 The next question addressed what type of merchandise was available.  This 
question was intended to clarify the placement of the businesses into merchandise 
categories.  The level of competition had already been determined by actual visits to the 
store.  There was one surprise:  one store listed its main category of merchandise as being 
“antiques” while to the observer it seemed to be a furniture store.  Upon further 
investigation, the store was found to sell antique furniture and antique furniture replicas.  
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This question and the data gathered were important in determining which merchandise 
categories saw Wal-Mart as a competitor. 
 The next question identified the distance that customers traveled to shop on 
Magazine Street.  There was a wide range of responses to this question.  The expected 
answer was twenty miles or less.  Some of the respondents listed their customers being 
drawn from as far as Baton Rouge (over sixty miles).  Other stores reported their 
customer base as being nation-wide, while one store relied on Internet sales.  Three of the 
stores listed their customers as traveling five or fewer miles to shop at their store.   
 The comment section was next.  The question asked for voluntary comments from 
the owner/manager concerning the potential Wal-Mart.  Twenty-six of the returned 
surveys had comments:  18 of those were negative and 8 were positive.  The most 
frequent comment addressed potential traffic problems that would likely result from the 
opening of a Wal-Mart store in the area.  Four of the returned surveys had positive 
comments concerning Wal-Mart.  The perceived benefits that were mentioned included 
jobs for the area, a good shopping option for the lower socio-economic group in the area, 
and one respondent felt that it would bring more shoppers to the area.  The negative 
comments included traffic, not only the impact of just having more vehicles in the area, 
but also the impact this traffic would have on pedestrian travel along Magazine Street.   
Two of the respondents thought that the Wal-Mart would cause some stores to close 
along Magazine Street which would impact their business because fewer shoppers would 
then come to the area.  Other negative comments referred to the tax benefits Wal-Mart 
was receiving and the politics of the situation.  The comment section of this survey 
provided some valuable insights. 
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 When the answers to the questions were taken as a whole, more understanding of 
the retail landscape was possible.  For instance, the length of time a business had been in 
operation affected the perception of a negative impact.  Six stores or 12% of the 
respondents who felt Wal-Mart would have no impact had been open for more than 
twenty years.  Only three of the stores that thought Wal-Mart would have a negative 
impact had been open for more than twenty years.  Fifteen of the stores that saw a 
negative impact from the Wal-Mart store had been open for less than ten years.   The 
stores which have been open for a lengthy period feel less threatened.  The merchandise 
category saw an even distribution between positive and negative responses. 
 In a study conducted in Pennsylvania, Edward Shils found that businesses that felt 
threatened by big box stores had often been in business for over twenty years (Shils, 
2001:4-5).  This study also collected data on square footage and found the average store 
to be between 1000 to 5000 square feet.  The anticipated impact of the smaller stores was 
also for a negative impact.  Of the four areas that were included in this survey (California, 
Illinois, New York, and Pennsylvania) 73% of the respondents felt that a big box store 
would negatively impact their business, and 19% saw a big box store as having no impact 
on their business.  
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Chapter 4 
Suggested Areas for Further Research 
 
 This research attempted to address the scope of the potential competition a Wal-
Mart Supercenter would have with the existing businesses along Magazine Street.  There 
are many other questions that surround the proposed re-development of the former St. 
Thomas Housing Development.  These questions or issues might influence the way that 
the retail aspect of the redevelopment is viewed. 
 The most important question and one that has not been adequately addressed is 
whether or not this re-development will be of any benefit to the people it was designed to 
help.  Questions for research on that topic could include:  What happened to the people 
who were living in the St. Thomas Housing Development prior to its demolition?  What 
percentage of low-income housing is appropriate for a mixed income development?  How 
much should a low-income unit rent for?  Who will be eligible to rent these units?  
 The creative tax incentives that Wal-Mart is being offered by the city and others 
would also make for a lengthy research project.  A related issue is to determine who is 
actually realizing a profit from this re-development.  Should any company make a 
significant profit when so much federal funding is used in the project?  The original 
project cost was over $320 million of which over $31 million was federal money.  The 
questionable aspect of the project is the approximately $5 million that HRI stands to 
make from real estate sales alone. 
 More research into the surrounding area for potential retail conflicts could be 
conducted.  This project focused on Magazine Street, primarily businesses located within 
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the zip code 70115.  Additional research is necessary for zip code 70118.  This area is a 
greater distance from the site of the former St. Thomas housing development.  This area 
is not as neatly concentrated as Magazine Street, but there are still businesses that could 
potentially be affected by the location of a Wal-Mart Supercenter in the Lower Garden 
District of New Orleans, Louisiana.   
 The comment section from the questionnaires used here also introduced some 
issues that might warrant further research.  Some of the issues include the synergy effect 
of Magazine Street, the impact a Wal-Mart store might have on property values in its 
immediate vicinity.  Should businesses in the area close and leave vacant buildings?  In 
addition, a more complete evaluation of the actual benefits of a Wal-Mart (jobs, taxes, 
etc.) would be interesting. 
 The entire concept of the retail component of this re-development could also be 
researched.  Is a retail component necessary for a mixed income re-development?  Is this 
entire re-development nothing more than a tool to aid in future gentrification of the 
Lower Garden District?   
 A question in the survey used here asked the businesses if they would be willing 
to participate in a more detailed survey in the future.  Over half of the respondents said 
that they would be willing to participate.  A more detailed survey should focus more 
closely on those steps the businesses on Magazine Street might take to survive the 
increased competition that a Wal-Mart would bring.  The information gathered in the 
detailed survey could then be viewed in context of previous case studies.  What have 
other businesses done in similar situations?  What has Wal-Mart done in other towns?  
Should the Magazine Street Merchants Association and the Coliseum Square Association 
make co-operative efforts to promote Magazine Street? 
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 Wal-Mart gives back to the communities that it serves in a variety of ways.  For 
example, stores encourage their associates to volunteer time in their community.  Wal-
Mart Stores Inc. will make donations to a non-profit organization when associates 
volunteer time to that organization.  The company also gives financial assistance through 
community matching grants, economic development grants, environmental grants, 
scholarships, and donations to charitable organizations.  The impact that these have on a 
community needs to be evaluated.  In particular, how the economic development grants 
could be used to benefit local businesses should be considered. 
 Originally, this project was going to focus not only on the businesses, but also on 
the potential consumers.  This could still make for an excellent research project.  The 
goal of such research would be to determine what the majority of the residents in the area 
want in shopping and to determine which shops on Magazine Street might be impacted 
most.   Time constraints prevented further development of these themes for this project. 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusions 
 
 The purpose of this research project was to determine the potential impact a Wal-
Mart Supercenter would have on existing businesses on Magazine Street in New Orleans, 
Louisiana.  Three methods were used.   
1. The first method was a land-use survey from a retail perspective.  
 
2. The second method was to determine whether merchandise being sold on 
Magazine Street would be comparable to that found at a Wal-Mart store.  
                                                            
3. The third method was an attempt to understand how the business 
owners/managers of Magazine Street felt about the potential Wal-Mart store.   
 
Triangulation of qualitative research in the form of the comment sections of the 
surveys, participant observation with the walking surveys and comparison-shopping done 
on Magazine Street, and quantitative methods in conjunction with archival research 
including the literature review (case studies of different communities facing similar 
phenomena) completed the process.  The participant observation aspect of this research 
served as the means of connecting the other information and data that was gathered.  By 
visiting each of the stores that was sent a survey, an initial analysis of that business was 
possible.  Seeing what each store on Magazine Street had to offer and knowing what type 
of merchandise that Wal-Mart offers helped to keep everything in context. 
 The walking surveys were meant to establish the current land-use on Magazine 
Street.  These tours occurred on weekdays, Saturdays, and the comparison-shopping trip 
was performed on a Sunday.  The tours lasted for four to six hours, enabling observation 
of Magazine Street in its entirety both physically and through the retail cycle of a 
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shopping day.  The conclusion is that Magazine Street is a vibrant shopping area, but 
there are some distinct differences between Magazine Street and a shopping mall.  Some 
stores were not open at the time of the visit, for instance.  A few of the stores had their 
hours listed as by chance or by appointment.   
The land-use survey also served the purpose of identifying which businesses 
might be competitors with a Wal-Mart store.  Out of 459 businesses that were identified 
in the study area, only 200 stores could be considered as either direct or in-direct 
competitors to Wal-Mart.  Of these 200, only 32 would really be considered to be in 
direct competition with a Wal-Mart store.  This is a relatively low percentage (6.5% of 
the total) of the businesses that could be considered direct competitors.  The stores 
located on Magazine Street, whether or not they were competitors to Wal-Mart, 
demonstrated the entire spectrum of retail vitality.  Some stores appeared to be virtually 
deserted while other stores were extremely crowded.  The larger stores, whether they 
were antique stores or the Whole Foods grocery store, seemed to have a good customer 
base.  All in all, the area had the appearance and feel of an established shopping district.  
Brochures from the Magazine Street Merchants Association and websites linked to the 
Magazine Street Merchants Association and the Coliseum Square Association promoted 
stores and events on Magazine Street. 
 The additional research conducted on the grocery store group established the 
potential impact of this group and they comprised the largest percentage (41%) of the 
direct competitors group.  A pricing comparison, parking options, and available checkout 
lanes at all grocery stores were collected.  This comparison was the only aspect of this 
research that reflected favorably on Wal-Mart, beyond a few positive comments in the 
surveys returned.  The sample items purchased at each of the stores were significantly 
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less expensive at Wal-Mart than at the other stores: a price of $5.63 at Wal-Mart for milk, 
bread and sandwich meat was 33.4% lower than the price of $8.46 for the same goods at 
the Magazine Street grocery stores.  The Wal-Mart Supercenter visited had 15 checkout 
lanes open compared to the average of two available at the other stores.  Only three of the 
grocery stores in the study had parking lots while the others offered parking on the street.  
Also, some of these stores had limited accepted methods of payment.  It would appear 
that residents in the area could benefit from the grocery prices and checkout service 
found at a Wal-Mart Supercenter even though they might not be able to walk to the Wal-
Mart as they are able to walk to the Magazine Street grocery stores. 
 The research that was included in the literature review was used not only to 
determine the current status of the St. Thomas re-development, but also to find out what 
happened in other communities where Wal-Mart had entered the market.  A large number 
of studies have been done to rationally estimate the impact that large retail chains have on 
local businesses.  A brief summary of these studies finds that restaurants and home 
furnishing stores see small sales increases from the added drawing power of a large 
retailer close by.  Department stores, hardware stores, specialty stores, clothing stores, 
apparel stores, and grocery stores have sales decrease in the same situation (Stone, 
1995:23-45).  Those categories that fell into the sales decrease section were the primary 
focus for this project.  Since these were the stores that might face competition from a 
Wal-Mart Supercenter. 
  A significant number of these stores exist along Magazine Street (200 of 459 
businesses).  However, only 32 of the 200 businesses sell merchandise that closely 
mirrors the merchandise sold at a Wal-Mart store.  The other stores are places like up-
scale clothing stores or specialty niche stores with merchandise that for the most part is 
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only faintly similar to items found at a Wal-Mart store.  This same literature also 
suggested ways for businesses to survive and prosper when faced with increased 
competition from Wal-Mart.  Their advice included running a business “smarter” and 
finding a defined retail niche.  The literature review found measures that many businesses 
use in similar situations.  Some of the measures might be useful for Magazine Street 
businesses.   Many seem to operate profitably in a niche serving specific customers.  It 
would be possible for these stores to remain profitable even with a Wal-Mart store in 
close proximity (with no other negative impacts such as traffic problems affecting the 
merchants). 
 When these aspects are examined in relation to each other it can be said that there 
is some reason for legitimate concern on the part of Magazine Street businesses as to the 
opening of a Wal-Mart Supercenter in the Lower Garden District of New Orleans, 
Louisiana.  The number of stores that would be most impacted is relatively small, 32 out 
of 459, but if some of these 32 stores were to close as a result, there would be a definite 
negative impact on Magazine Street because it would lose some of its drawing power.  
These locations could undergo adaptive re-use, and might become residential spaces, 
office spaces, or other uses that would enhance the tourist attraction of the area.  The 
antique stores and art galleries could fit into the same category as the home furnishing 
stores due to the nature of the merchandise that they sell.  They could benefit from the 
increased traffic in the area.  Whether or not any of the businesses along Magazine Street 
would see any sort of sales increase would depend on the additional traffic which the new 
Wal-Mart store might generate (Stone, 1995).  The conclusion of this project is that the 
greatest threat to Magazine Street from Wal-Mart would be to the grocery stores that are 
found in this study area.  The greatest threat to Magazine Street as a whole would be the 
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potential traffic problems that a Wal-Mart store would create.  Any damage to this 
wonderful but already congested shopping experience would be a tragedy.   
 The impact would likely be small due to the fact that only 32 stores on Magazine 
Street would be competing directly with Wal-Mart.  Studies such as those completed by 
Shils and Stone show that Wal-Mart typically captures sales from stores such as these 32 
Magazine Street retail businesses.  Only two of those 32 businesses employ more than ten 
people.  Therefore, the jobs created by Wal-Mart would more than compensate for the 
potential lost jobs.  The image and character of Magazine Street might be the only thing 
impacted by the location of a Wal-Mart Supercenter in the area.  Based on research done 
by Stone, only a small number of stores located in the Magazine Street shopping corridor 
stand to face significant sales losses from the presence of a Wal-Mart Supercenter in the 
area.  Other stores in the Magazine Street shopping corridor should see sales increases or 
not be impacted at all. 
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Appendix A 
Business Questions 
 
 
 
Dear Manger/Owner: 
 
 My name is Richard Moore and I am a graduate student at the University of New 
Orleans.  I am working on my thesis for the College of Urban and Public Affairs. 
 The following survey will address concerns that the business community has over 
the proposed location of a Wal-Mart Supercenter in the Lower Garden District of New 
Orleans.  Information that you provide will be kept confidential.  Information collected 
will be used to determine the impact that the Wal-Mart store will have on local retailers.  
Similar surveys have been completed in other communities faced with new mega-stores.  
However, each community is unique and the retail section in each area is different.  I 
would greatly appreciate your time in filling out the survey below.  Please return it in the 
enclosed envelope.  Thank you for your participation. 
 
 
 
1. How many years has your business been in operation? 
___0-2 Years 
___2-5 Years 
___5-10 Years 
___10-20 Years 
___More than 20 Years 
 
 
 
2. If a large retail store, such as a Wal-Mart supercenter, that sells similar 
products/services opened near your present business location, what would you 
estimate its ultimate impact to be on the economic health of your business? 
___Positive 
___No Impact 
___Negative 
 
 
 
3. Please give the approximate number of customers you serve: 
_____Daily 
_____Monthly 
_____Yearly 
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4. Below is a standard list of products/services normally sold in a large, national 
discount retail chain.  We want to assess what kind of competition exists between 
small business and this type of mega-retailer and how it will affect you.  Please 
check off the categories from below which pertain to you.  
 
 
Men’s Wardrobe:   Women’s Wardrobe: 
 ______   ______  
 
Infant/Children:   Pets: 
 _______   _______ 
  
Food Products:   Electronics: 
 _______   _______ 
 
Games and Hobbies:   Sporting Goods: 
 _______   _______ 
 
Paper Products:   Health/Beauty Aids: 
 _______   _______ 
 
Home Improvement   Domestic: 
 _______    _______ 
 
Auto Equip/Service:   Other Products: 
  _______   _______ 
 
5. To the best of your knowledge how far do your customers travel in order to shop 
at your store?  Where do they come from? 
 
 
 
6.  If you have any ideas or opinions you wish to express, please use the space below.  
The formation is both voluntary and confidential. 
 _________________________________________________________________ 
 _________________________________________________________________ 
 _________________________________________________________________ 
 _________________________________________________________________ 
 _________________________________________________________________ 
 _________________________________________________________________ 
 _________________________________________________________________ 
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7. Are you willing to participate in a more detailed survey that will address more 
detailed concerns over the location of the proposed Wal-Mart? 
 
 
 
Optional Information: 
Name of company: __________________________________________ 
 
Address:    
__________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________ 
 
Phone Number:  _____________________________________________ 
 
Name of person completing survey: _____________________________ 
 
Signature of person completing:  ________________________________ 
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Appendix B 
Current Land-use on Magazine Street 
 
 
ADDRESS 
 
STORE NAME CA D H 
3119 Magazine Ah-ha AP 6 42
4536 Magazine All American Tees AP 5 35
5531 Magazine Azby’s AP 6 44
5513 Magazine B. AP 6 48
3632 Magazine Beauvoir AP 5 45
3719 Magazine Bon Montage AP 6 42
2032 Magazine Bon Tot’s AP 6 41
3125 Magazine Clothing Exchange AP 6 48
3704 Magazine Edwards Shoe Service AP 6 54
3634 Magazine Fairy AP 5 45
4119 Magazine Feet First AP 7 54
3127 Magazine Funky Monkey AP 7 49
5509 Magazine Giggle Berries AP 6 48
5446 Magazine Groovy Girls AP 6 48
3025 Magazine Hemline AP 7 54
2044 Magazine House of Lounge AP 7 48
3607 Magazine Il Negozio AP 6 42
5505 Magazine Jean Therapy AP 7 56
3908 Magazine Julie Neill AP 6 30
5530 Magazine Little Laughter AP 6 44
3645 Magazine Magni Feet AP 6 38
3641 Magazine Mild Red AP 6 48
5500 Magazine Mimi AP 6 48
6112 Magazine Monkey Business AP 6 48
4537 Magazine Ms. Spratt’s AP 6 48
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5935 Magazine Palm Patch Clothing & Acc. AP 6 42
6070 Magazine Perlis AP 7 68
4409 Magazine Pinkie & Blue Boy AP 6 48
2929 Magazine Pippen Lane AP 6 47
4866 Magazine Pret a Porter AP 6 48
3005 Magazine Ruby Ann Bertram-Harker AP 7 54
6010 Magazine Shoefly AP 6 48
6112 Magazine Southern Runner AP 7 60
5525 Magazine Spring AP 6 48
4935 Magazine St. Vincent de Paul Store AP 6 42
5434 Magazine The Look AP 6 36
3964 Magazine Total Woman AP 6 42
2048 Magazine Trashy Diva AP 6 36
1926 Magazine Turncoats Clothing Exchange AP 7 47
3502 Magazine Village Shoe Repair AP 5 40
4011 Magazine Weinsteins, Inc. AP 6 48
2038 Magazine Winky’s AP 7 47
  Average   5.9 44.2
          
3112 Magazine Accessories in Brass B 6 48
6000 Magazine Clement Hardware B 6 48
2116 Magazine Eclectique Antiques/Shades of Light B 6 42
3027 Magazine H Rault Locksmith B 5 40
3535 Magazine Harry’s Ace Hardware B 7 77
5521 Magazine Pied Nu B 6 48
4139 Magazine Sherwin Williams B 7 75
  Average   6.1 54
          
1313 Magazine Natco SE 6 72
          
1200 Magazine Allegro Flowers F 5 40
6101 Magazine Audubon Flowers F 6 48
2138 Magazine Donn + Sonnier Flowers F 6 42
1601 Magazine Harkin’s Florist F 5 40
3421 Magazine House of Flowers F 5 40
4843 Magazine Mitch’s Flowers F 5 40
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3138 Magazine Peter A Chopin Florist F 6 52
  Average   5.4 43.1
          
3233 Magazine A & P G 7 126
3301 Magazine Big Fisherman G 5 45
1600 Magazine Dat’s Grocery G 7 77
3700 Magazine Jennie’s Grocery G 7 67
2136 Magazine Jewel’s Food Store G 7 80
4237 Magazine Linda’s Supermarket G 7 82
2000 Magazine Magazine Discount Market G 7 80
4201 Magazine Monica’s Grocery G 6 56
4837 Magazine Rainbow Grocery G 7 80
1325 Annunciation Robert’s Fresh Market G 7 80
4200 Magazine Sal’s Grocery G 7 80
6047 Magazine Sam’s Food Store G 7 91
5600 Magazine Whole Foods G 7 91
  Average   6.8 81.9
          
2026 Magazine Aidan Gill For Men H 6 48
5619 Magazine Anne Breaux Hair H 6 48
2900 Magazine Belladonna Day Spa & Retail Therapy H 6 49
4864 Magazine Charlette Williams H 5 40
3517 Magazine CLK Hair Salon H 6 48
4532 Magazine Dee Miller’s H 6 48
5501 Magazine Earth Savers H 6 56
6042 Magazine Elizabeth Rose Salon Spa H 5 40
5208 Magazine Glow Skin Care H 5 40
2917 Magazine GNC H 7 63
3806 Magazine Hair Mc H 6 48
4639 Magazine Hair Nails H 6 48
4223 Magazine Kelly’s Nails H 6 48
5933 Magazine Lilly Pulitzer H 6 42
4535 Magazine Odelay Mena H 6 48
4826 Magazine Pampered Soul and Body Day Spa H 6 48
4507 Magazine Polish Me Red H 6 42
6109 Magazine Profile Salon H 6 48
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4639 Magazine Sally Beauty Supply H 7 63
5918 Magazine Salvador Joseph’s Salon H 6 48
1585 Magazine Star Salon H 6 48
1904 Magazine Stardust H 5 40
4115 Magazine Tates Beauty Salon H 6 51
4815 Magazine Twisted Hair Salon H 5 40
  Average   6.1 49.5
          
5242 Magazine Academy Frame Shop HF 5 40
4838 Magazine Bella Nola HF 5 35
2127 Magazine Cameron Jones HF 7 37
2841 Magazine Dombourian Oriental HF 6 50
3713 Magazine Elizabeth II HF 5 40
4518 Magazine Frame Agency HF 5 40
2023 Magazine Frame Galleries HF 5 40
3811 Magazine Futonia HF 6 48
5523 Magazine Importicos HF 7 56
5419 Magazine India Stewart HF 4 28
4421 Magazine J. Briles Custom Framing HF 5 40
2207 Magazine Java Nola HF 6 40
2001 Magazine Juliet Custom Furniture HF 6 48
3701 Magazine Latitudes HF 6 48
5408 Magazine Linens Furniture HF 5 40
4209 Magazine Magazine Furniture Galleries HF 5 40
5831 Magazine Magazine St. Oak & Cypress Company, 
Etc. 
HF 6 42
5221 Magazine Motif HF 7 49
3110 Magazine N.O. Cypress Works HF 6 48
3113 Magazine Poet’s Custom Framing HF 5 40
2801 Magazine Prince & Pauper HF 7 54
3427 Magazine Unique Designs HF 5 40
2930 Magazine Villa Vici HF 5 40
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3137 Magazine Wilkerson Row Furniture Designer HF 5 40
  Average   5.4 40.9
          
4738 Magazine Animal Medical Clinic S 5 40
3033 Magazine As You Like It Silver Shop S 6 42
6117 Magazine Audubon Pet Supplies S 6 42
4221 Magazine BBH Paging & Cellular S 6 48
5414 Magazine Beaucoup Books S 7 47
3708 Magazine Bellanoche S 6 48
6057 Magazine Betty Hunley Designs S 6 42
3109 Magazine Big Life Gifts S 5 40
1116 Louisiana Blockbuster S 7 96
5707 Magazine Blue Frog Chocolates S 6 48
4411 Magazine Bobo’s Pet Bakery S 6 54
2201 Magazine Brad & Delwen S 7 42
1530 Magazine Bridge House Computer Store S 5 40
3933 Magazine C. Susman S 6 30
3029 Magazine CD Warehouse S 7 68
6050 Magazine Circle K S 7 77
5420 Magazine Dominique Giordano Jewelry Design S 5 40
4208 Magazine Donice’s Fabrics S 5 40
3336 Magazine Frock Candy S 7 53
2011 Magazine Garden District Needle Work Shop, LLC. S 6 42
3311 Magazine Garden District Shoe Repair S 5 42
5924 Magazine Herwin’s Bicycle S 5 40
5942 Magazine Holly’s Grooming & Pet Supply S 6 48
2801 Magazine Hollywood Video S 7 84
3424 Magazine Intimate Home S 6 48
1837 Magazine Jim Russell’s Rare Music S 6 48
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3701 Magazine Katy Beh S 6 42
4524 Magazine La Boulongerie S 7 81
6107 Magazine Ladybug & Chocolate S 6 48
3627 Magazine Lamberts S 5 45
1011 Magazine Magazine International Vintage Guitars S 6 36
3446 Magazine Magazine Mattress & Bed S 6 48
3315 Magazine Magazine Pawn Shop S 6 42
3458 Magazine Magazine St. Animal Clinic S 5 40
200 Broadway Magic Box Toys S 7 49
4225 Magazine Mark’s TV Sales & Service S 5 40
3652 Magazine Mary Viola Walker Gallery S 6 42
3009 Magazine Mayan Import Company S 6 48
5421 Magazine Melange Sterling Silver Shop, Inc. S 6 42
5432 Magazine Metropolis Music S 6 42
4204 Magazine Miss Claudia’s S 6 42
2128 Magazine Molly McNamara Designs S 5 35
1017 Magazine Monahan Printing Direct Mail S 5 40
3333 Magazine Moon Orthopedics S 5 40
4714 Magazine Musica Latina S 6 48
3642 Magazine N.O. Custom Linens S 6 42
6117 Magazine N.O. Fine Rugs S 6 42
4730 Magazine N.O. Pawn Co. S 6 42
5835 Magazine National Art Supply S 5 40
3342 Magazine New Orleans Music Exchange S 7 68
3944 Magazine Nola Rugs S 6 42
4815 Magazine Odin’s Monsters S 5 30
4729 Magazine Orphan Books S 6 48
5721 Magazine Parcels & Post S 6 54
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4530 Magazine Perfume, etc. S 6 48
3205 Magazine Petcetera S 7 48
3440 Magazine Pooch’s Palace S 6 48
2801 Magazine Radio Shack S 7 82
6045 Magazine Radio Shack S 7 80
5115 Magazine Ram Bikes S 4 24
3502 Magazine Rug Chic Home Decor S 5 40
3115 Magazine Sabai Jewelry Gallery S 7 48
5423 Magazine Scriptura S 6 48
3450 Magazine Shabby Slips S 6 48
3522 Magazine Shabby Slips S 6 42
1825 Magazine Southern Animal Foundation S 5 40
3947 Magazine Stationer of New Orleans S 6 48
2015 Magazine Talebloo Oriental Rugs S 6 54
1302 Magazine The Abstract Book Shop S 6 42
4612 Magazine The Bead Shop S 7 59
1809 Magazine The Cat Practice S 5 40
3936 Magazine The Curtain Exchange S 6 42
3324 Magazine The Living Room S 6 48
734 Nashville The Party Basket S 6 42
3624 Magazine The Red Thread S 6 45
5720 Magazine Thimbelina S 6 42
3640 Magazine Uptown Eyecare S 5 40
741 Nashville Uptown Pharmacy S 7 60
5601 Magazine Verizon S 6 48
4725 Magazine Video Alternatives S 7 75
3950 Magazine Vivela France S 4 28
3227 Magazine Walgreens S 7 98
 Average  6.7 48.7
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Appendix C 
U.S. Census Bureau data for Zip Code 70115 
Industry Code Description    Total Establishments 
Retail Trade      168 
Used Car Dealers     1 
Automotive parts, accessories and tire stores  1 
Tire dealers      1 
Furniture stores     6 
Floor covering stores     4 
Window treatment stores    2 
All other home furnishings stores   10 
Radio, television & other electronics stores  1 
Computer & software stores    1 
Paint & wallpaper stores    2 
Hardware stores     2 
Other building material dealers   1 
Grocery (except convenience) stores   20 
Convenience stores     3 
Meat markets      2 
Fish & seafood markets    1 
Baked goods stores     2 
Confectionery & nut stores    1 
All other specialty food stores   1 
Beer, wine & liquor stores    4 
Pharmacies & drug stores    11 
Cosmetics, beauty supplies & perfume store  2 
Optical goods stores     6 
Food (health) supplement stores   1 
All other health & personal care stores  1 
Gasoline stations with convenience stores  4 
Other gasoline stations    2 
Women’s clothing stores    5 
Children & infants’ clothing stores   3 
Other clothing stores     1 
Shoe stores      2 
Jewelry stores      3 
Sporting goods stores     3 
Hobby, toy & game stores    1 
(United States Census 2000) 
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Industry Code Description    Total Establishments 
 
Sewing, needlework & piece goods stores  1 
Musical instrument & supplies stores   1 
Book stores      1 
Prerecorded tape, CD & record stores  3 
Department stores     1 
All other general Merchandise stores   2 
Florists      6 
Office supplies & stationery stores   1 
Gift, novelty & souvenir stores   11 
Used merchandise stores     13 
Pet & pet supplies stores    2 
Art dealers      3 
Tobacco stores     1 
All other misc. store retailers (exc. tobacco)  4 
Electronic shopping & mail-order houses  2 
Heating oil dealers     1 
Other direct selling establishments   3 
(United States Census 2000)
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Appendix D 
U.S. Census Bureau data for Zip Code 70118 
 
Industry Code Description    Total Establishments 
Retail Trade      159 
Used Car Dealers     2 
Motorcycle dealers                                                     1 
Boat dealers      1 
Automotive parts, accessories and tire stores  4 
Tire dealers      2 
Furniture stores     1 
Floor covering stores     1 
Window treatment stores    1 
All other home furnishings stores   5 
Household appliance stores    2 
Radio, television & other electronics stores  3 
Computer & software stores    1 
Camera & photographic supplies stores  1 
Paint & wallpaper stores    3 
Hardware stores     3 
Nursery & garden centers    2 
Grocery (except convenience) stores                         18 
Convenience stores     6 
Meat markets      2 
Baked goods stores     4 
Confectionery & nut stores    1 
All other specialty food stores   1 
Pharmacies & drug stores    8 
Cosmetics, beauty supplies & perfume store  2 
Optical goods stores     2 
Food (health) supplement stores   1 
All other health & personal care stores  1 
Gasoline stations with convenience stores  6 
Other gasoline stations    7 
Men’s clothing stores     3 
Women’s clothing stores    17 
Children & infants’ clothing stores   2 
Family clothing stores    2 
(United States Census 2000) 
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Industry Code Description    Total Establishments 
 
Clothing accessories stores    1 
Other clothing stores     2 
Shoe stores      7 
Jewelry stores      4 
Sporting goods stores     3 
Hobby, toy & game stores    2 
Sewing, needlework & piece goods stores  1 
Book stores      4 
Prerecorded tape, CD & record stores  3 
All other general Merchandise stores   2 
Florists      5 
Office supplies & stationery stores   2 
Gift, novelty & souvenir stores   4 
Used merchandise stores     1 
Art dealers      1 
Other direct selling establishments   2 
 
(United States Census 2000)
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